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Girls Bathroom Suite 

Girls need a fully functional bathroom while growing up. The inspiration of this bathroom was 

created based on that belief, suitable for every stage in a girl’s life. Cabinetry is one of the most 

critical elements in your bathroom, so it’s crucial that you choose wisely. When thinking long-term 

for a daughter’s bathroom, a soft color palette with shiny hardware is guaranteed to last and 

remain relevant even after she leaves for college.   
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About the Design 

She will be the little belle of the ball in a bathroom full of sophisticated décor. From the beautiful, 

soft colors and great details; she’ll feel like royalty. Creating a bathroom to work for all stages of life 

was made possible by Wellborn’s Select Series using the Bishop door style. The upper cabinetry is 

finished in Dove paint and detailed with Satin glass which adds another textural element. The 

lower cabinetry is finished in the newly launched Bright White paint. The floral wallpaper and gold 

accents tie youthful innocence with aging sophistication.  

Topping off the aging sophistication, along the top of this bathroom Decorative Crown moulding 

was applied with a filler strip and a Furniture Base moulding. All drawers in this bathroom have 

upgraded 5/8” hardwood dovetail drawers and soft close gliding mechanisms which will make the 

bathroom last for all stages in a girl’s life. The doors featured here also have the soft close 

mechanisms which keep items safely stored and prevents slamming of the cabinet doors.  
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A Serious Case 

Decorative Crown moulding and flushed finished ends define the tall cabinets flanking each side of 

the vanity as traditional, while the Stain glass look a bit less formal. Inside these tall cabinets are 

matching interiors which lend to the classic styling. Painting the entire unit with complimenting 

colors also gives the traditional-style cabinetry a more relaxed appearance. On the interior of the 

drawers are deep drawer divider organizers which store makeup brushes and beauty essentials 

with ease.  
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Sephora Inspired Storage 

Bring order to messy drawers with inserts that divide the storage space into separate, easy-to-

navigate sections for different bath-time and grooming essentials. The recently launched, vanity 

sink pullout organizer is guaranteed to thrill makeup enthusiasts with its clear plastic bins and 

the wooden compartment for hair styling tools. Next to this pullout is a vanity sink wastebasket 

pullout which houses a small trash bin, so Q-tips and cotton balls will have a place to go. The 

applied split posts on both sides of the doors are vanity filler pullouts dressed in clear trays for any 

bathroom essentials. The vanity filler pullouts only use three inches of space in the vanity which 

cuts down on wasted storage space. Innovative 5/8” hardwood dovetail soft-close drawer systems 

and door hinges are installed here so the perfectly organized Sephora collection won’t tumble when 

closing.   
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Everything Has a Home 

To the left of the sink, Wellborn Cabinet’s hamper pullout drawer is the perfect solution for 

keeping dirty clothes off the bathroom floor. This hamper pullout drawer keeps clothes concealed. 

Nail polish can be a pain to store, but with Wellborn’s spice rack insert, it is made simple. The 

spice rack’s apparent purpose is to store spices, but the designer had a better idea for this 

bathroom suite.  

Details Matter 

The cabinetry in this bathroom feature a Medium Density Fiberboard which is more affordable to 

customers. Innovative soft-close drawer systems and door hinges are installed throughout, so the 

perfectly organized Sephora collection won’t tumble when closing. Continuing the flow of the 

seamless design, vanity cabinets with matching end panels were installed on the sides of the lower 

cabinetry. Aiding to the seamless design, a recessed toe kick was applied at the bottom of the 

vanity on each side which gives this space a more sophisticated look. Another feature used 

throughout this space was lighting. The Hafele Loox lighting program brought this bathroom to 

life. Having adequate lighting in any bathroom for easier accessibility is imperative.   
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Matching End Panel 

Recessed Toe Kick 


